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1. In t roduct ion  
Let K be a computable ordered subfield of the field 1~ of real numbers. Fix some natural 
number n. Let ~= ( f l , . - .  ,fs) be a list of functions, fi : ]~= --* R so that in some 
neighbourhood of each point (~ c Rn  f~ is represented by an absolutely convergent 
power series. 
Define an 5 ~ polynomial to be a polynomial in 
K[zl,... ,x,,,fl,... ,:8]. 
We will say, following Tougeron (1991), that : is Noetherian if all the partial deriva- 
tives of all the functions in :"  are 9 v polynomials. 
The central example is: 
EXAMPLE 1.1. K is the field of rational numbers, and ~" is 
(s in(x1) , . . . ,  sin(x,~), cos(x1),. . .  , cos(xn), eXl,... , e x~). 
Gabrielov (1998) shows that sets defined in this setting by bounded existential quanti- 
tiers are closed under complement. This implies that all sets defined in a first order way 
in this setting with bounded quantifiers can be represented by existential formulae with 
bounded quantifiers. How to compute with such sets is an interesting problem. 
This article is about sets defined by Boolean combinations of equalities and inequalities 
among ~ polynomials. We will call such sets 5 ~ semialgebraic. 
It is known that semianalytic sets are, in general, locally finite. (See van den Dries, 
1996.) ~- semialgebraic sets have only finitely many connected components in any finite 
region, but may have infinitely many connected components in ]~.  
It may not be possible to decide whether or not a given 5 ~ semialgebraic set is empty. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to construct symbolic descriptions of stratifications of 
such sets. 
This article uses the Wu characteristic set algorithm as a basic part of an algorithm 
to find a weak stratification of ~" semialgebraic sets. 
These are weak stratifications in this sense. The strata are not assumed to be connected. 
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No frontier condition is assumed. Also, there is no assumption about regularity of meeting 
between the manifolds. 
This problem is also solved (with an estimate of complexity) by the earlier work 
of Gabrielov and Vorobjov (1995), in the Pfaffian case. The essential theoretical dif- 
ference (apart from the extension from the Pfaffian to the Noetherian case), is that in 
the present article, Wu's method is used to keep the polynomial part of a system of 
equations in triangular form, and to make the polynomial part of a system of equations 
as important as possible, and the non-polynomial part as unimportant as possible; it 
is thought hat such output may be computationally convenient. In the special case of 
elementary functions, some of the relatively good properties of the Wu stratification have 
already been applied, to solve systems of equations in a box (Richardson, 1996), and as 
part of a solution of the elementary constant problem (Richardson, 1997). The complex- 
ity estimate of Gabrielov and Vorobjov depended on the result of Khovanskii, bounding 
the number of isolated roots of a Pfaffian system, which was used to give a bound on 
the depth of singularity of a Pfaffian system of equations. The present echnique does 
not use the results of Khovanskii, but instead, for proof of termination, relies on the well 
ordering on ascending sets defined by Wu. 
From the practical point of view, the stratification algorithm of Gabrielov and Vorobjov 
is infeasible, except for very small examples, since the Khovanskii bounds are so large, 
and the algorithm actually uses this complexity. In order to terminate arly, the Gabrielov 
and Vorobjov algorithm would require an emptiness test for 5 r semialgebraic sets. We do 
not have such an emptiness test. The Wu stratification technique described in the present 
article has the practical advantage that early termination is possible, since emptiness can 
be recognized in case a contradictory triangular set is obtained. 
In the next section, we define a manifold, stratification, and characteristic set. In the 
following section, the stratifications are obtained. In the last section, the problem of 
refining the stratifications to obtain regularity conditions, such as the frontier condition, 
is briefly discussed. 
2. Manifolds, Stratifications, Characteristic Sets 
If c~ is a point in R =, let N~(~) be the set of points at a distance less than ~ from ~, 
i.e. the open ball of radius c around c~. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A subset S of R~ is a d-dimensional manifold if for every point a in S 
there is a number ~ > 0 so that S n N~(~) is analytically diffeomorphic to R d × 0 ~-d. 
DEFINITION 2.2 .  A stratification of a set is a decomposition of it into finitely many 
disjoint manifolds. The manifolds in a stratification are called strata. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A stratification obeys the frontier condition if whenever A and B are 
strata, and B intersects with the closure of A, then B is contained in the closure of A. 
In order to apply the technique of Wu, we order the variables by importance 
Xl  -z, x2  -~ " "  -4, Xn .  
The leading variable of a polynomial is the variable of maximal importance which 
actually occurs in it. 
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Roughly speaking, a list (Pl,--.  ,Pk) of polynomials in K[Xl , . . .  ,xn] is called ascend- 
ing if the leading variable of pi goes up in the ordering as i increases (so that the list 
looks triangular) and also each polynomial is, in a certain sense, reduced with respect o 
the preceeding ones. More precisely, (Pl,.-- ,Pk) is ascending if
(1) For all i and j with 1 < i < j ~ k, the leading variable of Pi preceeds the leading 
variable of pj in our ordering. 
(2) For all i and j with 1 < i < j < k, the degree of pj in the leading variable of Pi is 
less than the degree of Pi in the leading variable of Pi. 
Suppose that A is an ascending list, and q is some polynomial. 
Define Wurem(A, q) recursively as follows. If the length of A is one, so that A = (p), 
then Wurem(A, q) is the same as the pseudoremainder of q with respect o p, regarding 
all terms as polynomials in the leading variable of p. Continuing recursively, if A = 
(Pl,--. ,Pk,Pk+l) and the pseudoremainder of q with respect o Pk+l is R, then 
Wurem( A, q) = Wurem( (pl, . . . , pk ), r) 
Wurem(A, q) is called the Wu remainder of q with respect o A. 
For discussion, see Wu (1994, Chapter 4). 
The initial of a polynomial is the leading coefficient of it when it is written as a 
polynomial in its leading variable. 
Suppose Wurem(A, q) = O. Then q is zero at any point where A is zero and none of 
the initials of A are zero. 
Let S be a set of polynomials. A list A of polynomials is a characteristic list for S if 
(1) Every polynomial in A is in the ideal generated by S. 
(2) A is an ascending list in the sense of Wu, and for every polynomial q in S, the Wu 
remainder of q with respect o A is zero. 
The algorithm of Wu, given a finite set S of polynomials, constructs a characteristic 
list A for S. 
3. Bas ic  Cond i t ions  and  Wu St rat i f i cat ion  
3.1. GREEDY MOTIVATING IDEAS 
Given an 3 r semialgebraic set S, we wish to construct a stratification of it. The greedy 
approach which we adopt will take a bite out of S, removing a subset M of S, where M 
is a manifold. Being greedy, our concern will be to pick M large if possible. The set S is 
given to us by a semialgebraic condition. The manifold M will be defined by a certain 
kind of condition, which is called a basic condition, described in detail below. Having 
picked out M from S, we have a new problem, to stratify S - M. We require that the 
problem of stratifying the set difference of S and M be, in some sense, less difficult than 
the problem of stratifying S, so that (provided that our notion of difficulty generates a 
well ordering) our procedure will always eventually terminate. 
As part of the procedure, we will calculate a certain characteristic set At. We consider 
Ar as an index of the difficulty of the problem, and rely on the well ordering of ascending 
sets, as utilized by Wu. It will always happen that A~ is identically zero on the set 
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S. If Ar -- 0 is contradictory, i.e. if A~ contains a non-zero constant polynomial, the 
stratification process terminates, since S is empty. 
We will consider 9 ~ semialgebraic conditions as disjunctions of conjunctions of equalities 
and strict inequalities. We will write conjunctions of equalities and strict inequalities as 
lists. Of special importance will be lists of equations 
(yl = o , . . .  ,yk - /k (x )  = o), 
which we will abbreviate as 
(Yl - f l (X ) , . . .  ,Yk - fk (X) )  = 0 
or  as  
Yk -- Fk (X) = O, 
using the subscript o denote the length of the list. 
3.2. DEFINITIONS 
We will consider sets of equations of the form (S,, Yk - Fk(X))  = 0, where Sr = 
(P l , . . .  ,P,) is a list of length ]~ of polynomials in K[X l , . . .  ,xn], and Yk -- Fk(X) is a 
list of terms (Yl - f l , . . .  ,Yk -- fk), with each Yi in {Xl, . . .  ,x~}, and each fi in 9 v. 
So (St, Yk-Fk(X) )  = 0 is r+k equations in n variables. Let D .  be any set o f r+k  of the 
variables. The Jacobian Jr+k of (St, Yk - -Fk(X))  with respect o D* is the determinant 
of the r + k by r + k matrix of partial derivatives of the components of (St, Yk -- Fk(X))  
with respect o the variables in D. .  
DEFINITION 3.1. A basic condition A is one of the form (St = 0, Yk = Fk(X),  Jr+k ~ 0, 
Open-condition, Chart) satisfying the following. 
(1) S~ -- (Pl , - . .  ,Pr) is a list of length R of polynomials in K[X l , . . . ,  xn]. 
(2) Yk = Fk(X)  is a set of k equations of the form y = f (x l , . . .  ,xn), where f is in ~- 
and y is one of Xl , . . .  ,Xn. 
(3) Chart is a subset of n - (r + k) of the variables. 
(4) Jr+k is the Jacobian determinant of (S,, Yk - Fk(X))  with respect o the variables 
which are not in Chart. 
(5) Open-condition is a list of equalities and inequalities among 9 v polynomials. Let 
M be the set of points in ]~n which satisfy 
sr = 0, Yk = Fk(X), Jr+k # 0. 
It is required that the set of points in M which satisfies Open-condition is open in M. 
M is either empty or a manifold of dimension n - (r + k), by the implicit function 
theorem. The Open-condition picks out a subset of M. The last statement above requires 
that this subset be open in M. 
The set defined by a basic condition, A, is either empty or is an n - ( r  + k)-dimensional 
submanifold of the manifold M. 
So, for example, we could place a strict inequality, such as q < 0 or q ~ 0, on 
Open-condition. But it is also possible to have equations in Open-condition. 
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EXAMPLE 3.2. Suppose $2 is (xl - 2x2,x3 - x2). Let M be defined by ($2 = 0,x3 = 
eXl, J ~t 0), where J is the Jacobian of the list of three functions with respect to 
(xl, x3, x4). Then 
($2 = 0,x3 = e~, J  7 t O, x4 = e ~2, Chart = (x2)) 
is a basic condition. This has xa = e ~2 as Open-condition. 
Note that M has two Components 
(2x2,x2,e2X2,e z2) : x2  E ]R 
and 
(2X2~ 2x2 _ex2) : X2, e , x2 E 
parametrized by Chart. The Open-condit ion picks out one of these two components. 
The set defined by a basic condition has some good properties. Suppose S is the set 
defined by basic condition A in ]R n. Suppose we are given an oracle for a point a c S. 
We know that S is n - (r ÷ k)-dimensional. Also, we have r ÷ k equations of differential 
rank r ÷ k defining S near a. So in some neighbourhood of a, we can represent S as the 
solution of S,. = O, Yk = Fk(X) .  We can approximate this solution, near a, as a graph 
of a function of the variables in Chart. When these variables are moved a small amount 
around a, the new values of the other variables can be found by Newton iteration. From 
this point of view, we may consider basic conditions as locally manageable. 
The idea in the following is to decompose 9 r semialgebraic sets into manifolds defined by 
basic conditions, using a greedy style algorithm based on the Wu zero structure theorem. 
With respect o a basic condition, we will refer to the variables in the chart as inde- 
pendent, and we will refer to the other variables as dependent. 
I fq is any polynomial in K[x l , . . .  , xn, f l , . . .  , fs], and Y = F (X)  is (Yl = f l (X ) , . . .  , y8 
= f~(X)), then let q[F(X)  := Y] be the polynomial in g[x l , . . .  ,x,~] obtained by sub- 
stituting Yl,- . .  , Ys for f l (X ) , . . .  , f~(Z) ,  respectively, in q. 
In the following, we may have to decide which variables to take as dependent and which 
as independent. This will be guided by an order on subsets of the variables. We already 
have an order on the variables. Let D1 and D2 be subsets of the variables. We will say 
D1 < D2 if D1 is empty and D2 is not. In case neither is empty and they have different 
maximal elements, we will say D1 < D2 if the maximal element of D1 is less than the 
maximal element of D2. In case D1 and D2 have the same maximal element v, we define 
the ordering on D1 and D2 to be the same as the ordering on D1 - {v} and D2 - {v}. 
In the following, we will define a certain characteristic set. The leading variables of 
this characteristic set will be taken as an initial core set of dependent variables. Since the 
characteristic set is triangular, these dependent variables will only depend upon inde- 
pendent variables which are lower than them in the ordering. Since there may be other, 
non-polynomial equations, it may be necessary to consider other variables as dependent. 
We will always choose the set of dependent variables as large as possible in the ordering 
given above, subject to being a superset of the original set of leading variables of the 
characteristic set. When we add a new equation, it may happen that a variable which was 
previously independent becomes dependent; his new dependent variable will always be 
the largest possible independent variable in the previous system. The result of this is that 
our final system of implicit definitions will continue to have the quality of triangularity; 
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that is, when an independent variable is moved, it will only cause an alteration in the 
values of dependent variables which are above it in the ordering. 
3.3. THE STRATIFICATION METHOD 
We will first deal with a special case. Consider a set, which is a subset of R n, defined 
by a condition of the form (S = 0, Y = F(X),  G), where S is a list of polynomials in 
g[x l , . . .  ,xn], Y = F(X)  is a list of equations Yl = f l (X ) , . . .  ,y~ = fs(X),  including 
all of the functions of Y, and G is a list of strict inequalities. 
We will define a subset of this by a basic condition. 
3.3.1. BASIC CONDITION DERIVED FROM (S ~-~ 0, Y -~ F(X),  G) 
A basic condition derived from (S = 0, Y = F(X) ,  G) is 
(A~ = O, Yk = Fk(X), Jr+k ¢ 0, Open- condition, Chart) 
obtained in the following way. 
(1) Ar is a characteristic set for S, as obtained by Wu's method. 
(2) Let D be the set of leading variables of A~. Let F be the set of supersets of D which 
are also subsets of {x l , . . .  ,xn). Order F as described above. (We consider F as 
potential sets of dependent variables.) 
(3) Suppose D* is a set in F and D* has r + j elements and Yj = Fj (X) is a subset of 
Y = F(X)  of size j .  Let R = Wurem(Ar, J[F(X) := Y]), where J is the Jacobian 
of (A~, Y3 - Fj(X)) with respect o the variables in D*. We will say that (D*, Yj = 
Fj(X)) is a candidate if • is not the zero polynomial. Order the candidates by the 
order on F. 
(4) If there are any candidates, define Yk = Fk(X) by picking a maximal candidate 
(D * *,Yk = Fk(X)). If there are no candidates, let k = 0 and let ]Irk = Fk(X) be 
the empty set, and let D * * = D*. Let Ys-k = Fs-k(X) be the set of equations 
which are in Y -- F(X)  but not in Yk = Fk(X). 
(5) Chart is the complement of D . .  in {x l , . . .  ,xn}. 
(6) Let Jr+k be the Jacobian determinant of (At, Yk -- Fk(X)) with respect to the 
variables not in Chart. 
(7) Let I be the product of the initials of At. Open-condition is (I ~ O, Ys-k = 
F,_k(X), G). 
We need to show that 
(At = O, Yk = Fk(X), Jr+k ~ O, Open -- condition, Chart) 
is a basic condition, as defined earlier. The only problem is condition (5). 
Let M be the set of points in Rn satisfied by 
(A~ = O, Yk = Fk(Z),Jr+k ¢ 0). 
We need to show that Open-condition defines an open subset of M. 
If M is the empty set, there is nothing to prove, since we regard the empty set as open 
in itself. 
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Otherwise M is a manifold of dimension - (r + k). If  there are no points in M which 
satisfy Open-condition there is, again, nothing to prove. But  suppose there are such 
points. 
Let ~ be a point  in M,  and suppose that  Open-condition is satisfied at a.  That  is, 
I ¢ O, Y = F (X)  and G are all t rue at a.  
Suppose Chart is (Z l , . . .  , zn-(r+k)) .  In the following, "near a in M"  will mean in a 
sufficiently smal l  ne ighbourhood of a in M.  
We need to show that  Open-condition is satisfied near a in M.  
Near a in M,  we may regard all the variables (x l , . . .  , xn) as impl ic i t ly defined func- 
t ions of the variables in Chart. 
For the functions in ~,  regarded as functions of X l , . . .  , xn, we have 
OA/OXj  -~ p i j (X l ,  . . . ,Xn ,  f l , .  . . , f s ) ,  
where each Pit is a polynomial  in 
K[Xl , . . .  ,xn, f l , . . .  ,fs]. 
Regarding everything as depending on the variables in Chart, we have 
Ofi/OZj = ~pi rOXr /OZj  
r= l  
for 
i = 1 , . . .  ,s ,  j = 1 , . . .  ,n - ( r+k) ,  
where both Pit and OXr/OZj can be represented by expressions in K(x l , . . .  , Xn, f l , . . .  , fs) 
with denominators  which are not zero at  a. 
Call  this system of algebraic differential equations E( f l , . . .  , f~). We can regard these 
equations as defining f l , . .  • , fs as functions of z l , . .  • , z~_(~+k). Of course, Y l , . . .  , Y~ are 
also differentiable, ven analyt ic,  functions of the variables in Chart. 
LEMMA 3.3. Near a in M, the system of differential equations E ( f l , . . .  , fs) is satisfied 
by (y l , . . .  , 
PROOF. We need to show that  
Oyi/Oz  = pirOxr/Ozj IF(X) := Y]. 
\ r= l  ] 
Assume A~ is (q l , . - . ,  qr), and Yk- -Fk(X) is  (Y l - f l (X ) , . . . ,  Yk- fk (X) ) .  The remaining 
part  of Y - F (X)  is (Yk+l -- f k+ l (X) , . . .  ,Ys -- fs (X)) .  
Let D be the matr ix  whose rows are gradients, with respect o X l , . . .  , x~ of (ql , .  • • , q~, 
yl - f l , . . .  ,y8 - f~) in that  order. 
We have supposed that  J~+k • 0 and that  Y = F(X)  at a. So J~+k[F(X) := Y] ~ 0 
on M near c~. 
In D[F(X)  := Y] the first r + k rows are l inearly independent,  since J r+k[F (X)  := Y] 
is the determinant  of a minor using these rows. 
Any larger minor has a determinant  whose Wu remainder with respect o A~ is zero, 
since J~+k was chosen maximal  avoiding this condition. 
A polynomial  which has Wu remainder zero with respect o Ar is actual ly identical ly 
zero on M near c~, since the init ials of A~ are all non-zero at c~. 
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Thus, all the rows of D are linear combinations of the first r ÷ k rows on M near a. 
Now take any variable z in Chart and consider the product of D and the column vector 
of partial derivatives of (x l , . . .  , xn) with respect o z. The first r + k rows of this product 
are identically zero, since (At, Yk -- Fk(X)) - 0 on M near a. However, all the rows are 
linear combinations of the first r + k rows, so the product is identically zero on M near a. 
We have 
 (o(yi - :=  Y] _= 0 
and so 
oyi /Oz r ]  - o 
and thus E(y l , . . .  ,ys) is true. [] 
LEMMA 3.4. (At -- 0, Yk = Fk(X), J~+k ~ O, Open-  condition, Chart) is a basic condi- 
tion. 
PROOF. Suppose Y = F(X)  at a. By the previous lemma, Y and F(X)  satisfy the same 
system of algebraic differential equations. 
All derivatives of all orders of Y and F(X)  can be computed at (~ from the initial 
values, and therefore all derivatives of all orders, with respect o variables in Chart of Y 
and F(X) ,  are the same at (~. 
So all the Taylor coefficients of Y and F(X)  for the Taylor series in variables in Chart 
around a must be the same. But Y and F(X)  are analytic near (~. So Y =- F (X)  on M 
near c~. [] 
We can now state a special case stratification algorithm. 
In the following, if L1 and L2 are lists, let (L1, L2) be the list which is obtained by 
appending L2 to L1. 
A lgor i thm Triangulate(S = 0, Y = F(X) ,  G). 
Precond i t ion :  
S is a list of polynomials in K[Xl , . . .  , xn, Y l , . . .  , Ys]. 
Y = F (X)  is a list of equations (Yl = f l (X ) , . . .  ,y8 = fs(X)) ,  with )r= ( f l , . . .  ,fs). 
G is a list of strict inequalities among polynomials in K[x l , . . .  , xn, f l , . . .  , fs]. 
Output :  A finite set of basic conditions {A1,. . .  , At} so that the set defined in ]~'~ 
by (S = 0, Y = F(X) ,  G) is the union of the manifolds defined by A1,. . .  , At, and these 
manifolds are disjoint. 
Method  : 
Let A = (At = O, Yk = Fk( Z ), Jr+k ~ 0, Open- condition, Chart) be a basic condition 
derived from (S = 0, Y = F(X) ,  G), as explained above. Suppose Ar = (q l , . . - ,  qr). For 
each i, let q~ be the partial derivative of qi with respect o the leading variable of qi. Let 
I(qi) be the initial of qi. 
Let R be Wurem(Ar, Jr+k[F(X) := Y]). 
Form a list of terms Br = ( I (ql) , . . .  , I(qr), q~,... , q~r, R). 
For i --- 1,. . .  ,2r + 1, let bi be the ith item in the list Br, and let Pi be the product 
of the first i elements of the list Br. Let Ri = Wurem(Ar, Pi). Let R0 = 1. 
Let Triangulate(S = O, Y = F(X) ,  G) be the union of the derived basic condition 
{(At = 0, Yk = F( X),  Jr +k 7 £ O, Open -- condition, Chart)} 
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and the union, for i -- 1, . . .  , 2r ÷ 1 of 
Triangulate( ( S, At, bi) = O, Y = F(X) ,  (G, Ri-1 ~ 0)). 
REMARK 3.5. All the basic conditions produced are of the form 
{(A~ = 0, Yk = F(X), Jt+k ~ O, Open- condition, Chart)}, 
where Ar is an ascending list, and Open-condition contains the statement that the 
produc t of the initials of At is non-zero. Thus, given a polynomial q, which we want 
to consider on the solution of this basic condition, we can reduce q to Wurem(At, q). 
Therefore, we have a notion of simplification for polynomials over this olution set. 
THEOREM 3.6. The triangulate algorithm, given input (S = 0, Y = F(X) ,  G), eventually 
terminates, and on termination outputs a finite list of basic conditions, and the manifolds 
defined by these basic conditions form a stratification of the set defined by the input. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the order of At, the characteristic set of S. (This 
relies on the well ordering on ascending lists defined by Wu.) 
Note that in the recursive calls 
Triangulate( ( S, Ar, q~) = O, Y = F( X), G), 
Triangulate( ( S, At, I(qi)) = 0, Y = F(X), G), 
Triangulate( ( S, A~, R) = 0, Y = F( X ), G), 
the order of the characteristic set goes down since the new set contains both A~ and 
one non-zero polynomial which is reduced with respect o A~. Since there are no infinite 
descending sequences among ascending sets, this implies immediately that the algorithm 
terminates. 
The output is a list of basic conditions, and the manifolds defined by these are all 
disjoint subsets of the set defined by the initial input condition. [] 
3.3.2. STRATIFICATION OF AN ARBITRARY ~" SEMIALGEBRAIC SET 
Suppose that we are given an arbitrary ~- semialgebraic set in •n, as described by a 
Boolean combination of equalities and inequalities between ~- polynomials. 
After putting the Boolean combination in disjunctive normal form, we can express 
our set as a disjunction of conditions of the form (S = 0, G), where S is a list of 
polynomials and G is a list of strict inequalities among ~- polynomials. 
We now add s new variables Yl,--- , Ys, and order the whole variable set 
xl <x2<'"<Xn < yl <" '< Ys. 
We can now obtain a condition in the special form discussed in the previous ection: 
(S[F(X) := Y] = O,V = F(X),G[F(X) := V]). 
As in the previous section, we obtain a stratification A1, . . .  , At. 
In every condition there are always at least s independent equations Y = F(X) ,  and 
since the Y variables have been put at the end of the ordering, these-will always be 
chosen as dependent when this is possible. But it is always possible, since we can define 
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Yi by the equation yi = f i (X) .  So in A1 , . . .  ,At ,  the charts only use variables among 
Xl , . . .  ,Xn. 
The conditions A1 , . . .  , At defined manifolds M1,. . .  , Mt in Rn+8. The manifolds we 
want are the manifolds in R n obtained by projecting out Yl,- . .  , Ys. These manifolds can 
be defined by conditions obtained by substitution and some rearrangement of A1, . . .  , At. 
More specifically, if A j  is 
(At = 0, Yk = F(X) ,  (I ~ O, Ys-k = Fs_k(X), G), Chart), 
we replace this by 
(Ar[Y := F (X) ]  = 0, (I[Y := F (X) ]  • 0, G[Y := F(X)] ) ,  Chart. 
4. Refining Stratifications 
The technique described above is useful for certain purposes. For example, it can be 
used as part of an algorithm to decide whether or not a given set of equations has a 
solution in a box in ]~n. See Richardson (1996). 
The polynomial case, i.e. without extra Noetherian functions, has been implemented 
and studied at Bath in the thesis of Kang (1999). The main question raised by this thesis 
is whether or not this method can be used as a framework for computational  geometry, 
attempting to avoid cylindrical algebraic decomposition. 
There are many cases in which it would be desirable to have a stratification which 
obeyed the frontier condition (or even a Whitney stratification) rather than just a strat- 
ification. 
The techniques of Gabrielov can be used to refine a stratification into a stratification 
obeying the frontier condition. That  is, given a stratification, we can split some of the 
strata into sub strata, using polynomial equalities and inequalities, in such a way that 
we end up with a stratification satisfying the frontier condition. 
Gabrielov actually shows that  the closure of an ~" semialgebraic set is effectively 9 v 
semialgebraic. The reader is referred to Gabrielov (1998). 
It would seem reasonable to expect that  Whitney stratifications could also be obtained 
in this way. That  is to say, given ~- semialgebraic manifolds M and N so that N is 
contained in the frontier of M,  it seems reasonable to expect that  we should be able, 
effectively, to find a semialgebraic condition which defines that  part of N which meets 
M in a Whitney regular manner. 
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